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Turning a B2B lead into a sale is like starting a 
relationship. Don't try to "get him or her into bed" on 
the first date.

The rules of the game have changed. With this eBook you will 
learn the 3 basic pillars on which to base your acquisition and 
conversion strategy for B2B leads. Causing an exponential 
increase in your sales and customers in an automated and 
scalable way in the shortest possible time.
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Hi,

I'm Jorge Mayayo and throughout my career I have generated more than 
€1M in sales, costs per B2B lead below €10 and more than 20 million 
people reached with my advertising or digital content. 

I have worked with companies like Mahou San - Miguel, Carlos III 
University, the Junta de Andalucía or Vodafone and I have worked in 
different startup ecosystems such as Lanzadera or Google For Startups.

Thanks to my experience and good results I want to help you increase the 
profits of your company by attracting specialized audience to your business 
and making them become sales or the goal you want.
Save costs, headaches and optimize your sales in a short period of time by 
following these steps.

Experience that I want to share with you in this eBook and that I hope 
can help you with your B2B marketing if you are a startup, a 
technology company or have a web 3 project.

I have also decided to include 3 extra sections exclusively for this edition 
that are going to be very helpful because I will break down how to create 
content that converts on LinkedIn for your company, how to make a good 
paid channel strategy and very useful free tools that you or your marketing 
team can use to execute the strategy.
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The 4 phases a B2B lead goes through before becoming a sale.

FIRST OF ALL,

Developing a customized strategy

Ad hoc ads based on the behavior 
of our target.

Continuous proposal of new 
actions and trends.

Generating content that satisfies 
the needs that the user is looking 
for when entering our site.

Having everything well measured 
to identify leakage points.

Testing to optimize content and ad 
formats.
Optimizing Paid campaigns to offer 
relevant solutions.

Identifying the needs of the target 
audience to cover the entire 
Customer Journey.

Being present in all the necessary
necessary PAID channels
where our target is located.

Analyzing the target and the 
competition with the intention of 
finding market niches and 
designing coherent and relevant 
campaigns.

How do we get them to choose 
us?

How do we get discovered? How do we make 
ourselves better known?

How do we build loyalty?

Increasing the community through 
Social Ads.

Developing specific Paid 
campaigns focused on making the 
service known to those who do not 
know it and may be in a position to 
need it.

Being present in all phases of the 
Customer Journey with the right 
campaigns, messaging and 
creative.



SECTION

1
PARTNERSHIPS
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Find companies that have the same target audience as you but offer 
different and/or complementary services to yours.

In this way you can form an alliance to reach the same audience together. 
You can also make a symbiosis of existing customers.

Example: you are a SaaS for companies whose cashflow can be automated 
at low cost and thus reduce the working time of employees so they can use 
it to think rather than repetitive and worthless actions. You realize that 
innovation startups are the ones that hire your service the most. So you 
think about where you can find a certain concentration of such companies; 
accelerators. You investigate the accelerators and you realize that they need 
valuable content to fulfill their main function, which is to help the startups in 
their programs. You prepare a presentation through which you can bring 
value to these startups and you talk to the accelerator to serve the 
accelerator as valuable content.

PARTNERSHIPS



SECTION

2
CONTENT IS KING
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Create valuable content for your ideal audience. Start by breaking down the 
5 most important problems faced by the person who makes purchasing 
decisions about products or services like yours and solve them in the form 
of content: posts, videos, graphics...

1. Who is your target decision maker to present your product or service 
to their company?

2. What problems are they facing that you can help them with?

You can use the 125 content rule; look for 5 problems, give each problem 5 
solutions and give each solution up to 5 different adaptations depending on 
the social network or communication channel.

Example: following the previous example, your ideal audience is the person 
in charge of managing the company's cash flow. You make a content in 
which you teach them how to use a free tool that digitizes all the documents 
and saves them time. You publish it on social networks and use it as the first 
stage of the funnel in your advertising campaigns.

CONTENT IS KING
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3
LEADS 4 SOLUTIONS
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Show them the way in exchange for their contact. Now yes; once we have 
helped them in a first instance without asking anything in return with the 
previous key, we offer them an in-depth solution in the form of a 
downloadable. In exchange for which we will ask them for their contact: 
email, telephone number...

Once we have them in our database, we start to nurture our leads with a 
newsletter where we continue to provide value.

We also activate campaigns that only impact those who have downloaded 
these contents exclusively, offering our services.

Example: 5 things to know before hiring a software to optimize your 
company's cash flow.

LEADS 4 SOLUTIONS
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HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE 

B2B CONTENT ON 
LINKEDIN
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For a little over a month I made a content plan in linkedin with different types 
of format, longer posts, smaller posts, different types of tone, message and 
form to analyze what works best in this platform when it comes to propose a 
content strategy in it. Thanks to this I got 2 large B2B clients. Do you 
want to know what the result was? Then read on.

Link to the EXCEL.

For those of you who are too lazy to get involved, I will summarize the key 
points of the study on the following page, Are you coming?

HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE CONTENT 
ON LINKEDIN FOR B2B?

https://bit.ly/lkdintestjm
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These are the results classified by categories, subcategories and formats. I 
detail in the legend those that may not be understood.

Caption

CONTENT:Content marketing.
MKT DGT: Marketing 
consulting.
CONFESSION: Emotional.
RFL: Reflection. Content about 
my experience.

ASK: Asking the audience.
MOTIV:Motivational tips format.

HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE CONTENT 
ON LINKEDIN FOR B2B?

Category Times Used

Times Used

Times UsedFormat  

Success

Success
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The keys I'm sticking with:

1. LinkedIn rewards you for using their surveys (a lot). In general, 
and this applies to all social networks, every time they release a new 
utility within their platform; use it. Try it and introduce the format that 
allows you to create thanks to this new tool in your content plan. 
Because their algorithm will reward you for it. It happened with 
carousel posts and Instagram stories, IG and LinkedIn directs, polls... 
And a long etc.

2. For the content and the technique of publishing from a company and 
then sharing from your profile to work, it would be ideal if you first 
add contacts to your account who will be interested in the topic 
you are going to publish about.

3. Telling "hacks" that can be useful to professionals in your sector in a 
clear and simple way works very well.

4. Asking or commenting to the audience about a current topic 
related to your sector (if you have done the previous work of personal 
contacts) works well.

5. Make emotional content that people in the industry/topic can relate 
to. Something that goes beyond numbers, efficiency or topicality. 
Something that talks about the people behind the industry and how 
they experience certain situations. For better and/or for worse.

6. The "search for personnel, partners or position" posts are very 
successful (Employer Branding). There are companies that keep job 
offers published throughout the year regardless of whether they hire 
before or after. It's a great way to brand and get the pulse of interest in 
your company.

HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE CONTENT 
ON LINKEDIN FOR B2B?
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The keys I'm sticking with:

7. Be careful with InMail messages: impersonal and bot-like InMail 
messages, no matter how much you can "personalize" each one with 
a name and some other details, are not liked. People still realize that it 
is a message launched in a massive way. In the next page I leave you 
a survey I made about whether people answer to this kind of 
campaigns. It seems to be quite clear.

8. This is not to say that it should not be done. Maybe a single LEAD 
that converts you into a B2B model is worth it for the rest, but it is 
something that I think it is interesting to take into account.

HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE CONTENT 
ON LINKEDIN FOR B2B?
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I hope this helps you to get a more concrete idea of what can and cannot 
work. 

HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE CONTENT 
ON LINKEDIN FOR B2B?



EXTRA

2
VALIDATE B2B 

STRATEGY IN PAYMENT 
CHANNELS



The first thing you need to do is to invest wisely in the beginning:

1. First types of sales-focused content. Hypotheses that you will 
validate: 
a. What type of content works best for each channel.
b. Which channel(s) are worth focusing efforts and investment on.

2. First advertising campaigns (paid): Hypothesis that you will validate:
a. Is my brand message appropriate?
b. Is my product or service interesting?
c. Who is my audience?
d. Which keywords work best for me?

You will draw many conclusions that you will have to apply to your website, 
brand, etc. When you have conclusive results and you see that the machine 
starts to work and you have managed to generate revenue, move on to the 
next phase: focus primarily on the channels that work, automate all sales 
and acquisition processes that are possible.

When you have the whole process pretty much mastered and you are still 
generating revenue. Then worry about SEO. Now you can. Now you can 
invest employee hours, your time and money in generating relevant content 
for your audience and start creating an organic sales funnel. Why now? 
Because now you have the information you need to do it and the time and 
money it requires. And I can assure you that it will be much more profitable 
than if you had started there. 

 

VALIDATE B2B STRATEGY IN PAYMENT 
CHANNELS
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EXTRA

3
USEFUL AND FREE 

TOOLS



Slimvoice.co | billing : send payment receipts to your customers from a 
single platform.
Docracy.com | legal : find legal documents of any kind.
Answerthepublic.com | research: find out what people are searching for 
based on one or several keywords. You can use it to create relevant content 
for your audience or for market research.
IGBlade | research (rrss): analyzes the engagement of your account and 
evaluates how yours is doing compared to similar accounts.

Namelix.com | creation: generate an original name for your business, 
campaign or ad based on keywords.
Offeo.com | creation (rrss): create rrss-optimized video or image content 
for your brand from an image of you or the platform itself.
Openpeeps.com | creation (rrss): free illustrations for your rrss designs or 
presentations.
Undraw.co | creation (rrss): more free illustrations for your rrss designs or 
presentations.
Drawkit.io | creation (rrss): more free illustrations for your rrss designs or 
presentations.
Crello.com | creation (advertising): create ads for paid social.
Snappa.com | creation (advertising): put in the search engine "social & 
display ads" and create ads for paid social.

Cap Cut app | editing (rrss): edit videos from your smartphone.
Kapwing app | editing (rrss): add titles and subtitles to your videos.
Spacegram | editing (rrss): add spaces to your posts.
Bitly.com | editing (rrss): online link shortener. If you become a user you 
can also measure from their platform.

qr-code-generator.com | multitasking: generates qr codes. You can use it 
for anything: organizing, advertising campaigns...

TOOLS
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Market research:

SEMrush
Planificador de palabras de Google
Google Analytics
Google Trends
Exploding topics
Crunchbase.com
Gloomaps.com

Show results, graphics

Datastudio
CANVA

Online payments:

Stripe

Web design:

Google Sites
compressjpeg.com

TOOLS
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Processes automation:

IFTTT.com
Hubspot.com
dynamic 365
zoho
Hootsuite.com
Planoly

App MVP:

Adalo.com

Design:

Canva.com 
Renderforest.com
Remove.bg
Thenounproject.com

Emojis:

piliapp.com/facebook-symbols

TOOLS 
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7
CONCLUSIONS



All this is a real science and I recommend that you do A/B testing in all 
the steps to learn. If you are overwhelmed by the situation, you can count 
on a professional to help you optimize or create them.

Remember that the main reasons why people will engage with your strategy 
will be because you provide value in some way, either with your 
collaborators or with your customers. How can your brand be relevant in 
this sense for them?

If you want you can subscribe to my newsletter to get more content like this. 
You can do so at this link. 

Telegram group @noticiasmillenial where I post news and thoughts before 
anywhere else.

I hope you found this ebook helpful. 

And if you want me to make an edition only of digital tools useful 
for your business let me know with a private message. If I get 
enough requests I'll make a cool one explaining everything in 
detail and revealing ALL the ones I have.

7. Conclusions
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